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Abstract: Not many years ago, people found the contemporary technology expensive and difficult to use in collaborative type of meetings. Today, with the technology advanced to high standards and accessible at cheaper price, its adaption is becoming more and more ubiquitous with wide range of applications. Today’s meeting rooms are not just plain old telephone systems with microphones and speakers, Today’s meeting rooms are smart and intelligent, They can identify the participants; they can provide natural view of remote participants; they can proactively manage resources for collaboration and so on. More effective collaboration is possible with deployment of devices like high-definition cameras, advanced displays, sensors, gigabit networks, trackers, pointers, and high-end audio devices. Devices alone are not enough in the meeting rooms, We need software infrastructure to manage the devices and meeting contexts, One such software infrastructure is SMeet, a Smart Meeting space, which we have developed to provide an effective multi–party remote collaboration environment, Networked display systems are used in such advanced collaboration environment for better visualization. In this paper we discuss a novel approach to control and manage networked display systems in SMeet environment.
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1. Introduction

With the recent advances in ubiquitous computing environment there have been ongoing efforts to provide
a scalable and elegant multi-party collaboration solution, SMeet [1], being one such solution, offers a platform for natural sharing of different types of contents like visual data (videos and presentations), audio (conversation) and user actions (mouse gestures) among remote parties. Depending on the user requirements, SMeet facilitates customization of meeting space for multi-group interaction. Under SMeet environment, each meeting room is conceptualized as a meeting node or simply called 'SMeeet node'. In collaboration environment there can be multiple SMeet nodes present, geographically separated. In such advanced collaboration environments there can be different types of display devices present, using which participants can view and share visual elements over.

Devices such as networked tiled display, plasma display, projector display, etc are a common scene in advanced collaboration environments. These display devices are networked and clustered for seamless visualization. Many applications are designed to display contents over these display devices like media streaming programs, desktop sharing programs and image viewing programs and so on. Managing the whole display infrastructure is an important issue. Complex user operations must be simplified, ignoring which, can lead to operator problems and user dissatisfaction rendering the meeting cumbersome and ineffective. It should also be made intuitive and easy-to-use so that first time users should not find any difficulty in handling the display systems and display applications.

To tackle this issue we have designed and developed a web-based display management tool using novel techniques. Through this paper we show how this tool greatly simplifies the management of display systems and display applications in SMeet nodes. The main objective of this work is to improve the users' quality of experience (QoE) in advanced collaboration environment like SMeet.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows, Section 2 gives a prelude to the proposed solution from software perspective, Section 3 discusses the high-level view of web-based display management tool, It also presents the software architecture of tool in detail, Section 4 briefly describes the implementation and evaluation part, Section 5 talks about a related work and Section 6 conclude the paper by providing a peek into future steps.

2. SMeet

Before discussing about the tool itself, let us have a look at two important components of SMeet software stack: 'SMeeet Mediator’ and 'SMeeet One Display' (SMOD).

2.1 Mediator

SMeeet is designed based on service-oriented design principles. As such, it is composed of different kinds of services offering different functionalities for end user. When multiple nodes are involved we need a mechanism to coordinate communication among remote services, Mediator is exclusively used to perform this task, It manages view information, conducts matching among services and coordinates service level agreements.

The web-based display management tool depends on mediator services to exchange messages with devices or software elements in remote SMeeet node, Fig. 1 shows the high-level view of mediator from the perspective of display management tool design, As shown in the figure, each SMeeet node consists of many devices used for collaborative meeting.

![Fig. 1: High level view of Mediator.](image)
among internal components of SMeet (for example SMOD) which is discussed in the next section.

2.2 SMeet One Display (SMOD)

SMOD is a middleware component to visualize data on display systems. The data visualized can be high-resolution image or video or any graphic content. The display systems can include heterogeneous devices such as projector display, networked tiled display, plasma display. The important functionality of SMOD is to stream graphic media across display systems for visual sharing of data. Currently users can control display objects using SMOD command line interface. Some amount of time must be spent to learn all the commands, which is undesirable for novice users. Moreover, SMOD supports many applications like image viewer, video streamer, desktop sharing and so on. There are plans to support more applications in future. Usage of these applications in SMeet environment requires users to know all the command line parameters which might differ across applications. There is high probability of users making errors while invoking applications via command line.

To alleviate these problems we provide a web-based interface for display management. Through this interface, users can easily use their intuition to visually control the display objects without having to spend much effort to learn to operate. The display objects are represented as widgets in the browser. Users unaware of SMOD usage can easily use this tool without much hassle. Another important advantage of these types of browser based applications is that it can be run on any operating system which supports common protocol like HTTP.

3. Web-based Display Management Tool

3.1 High-Level View

Fig. 2 illustrates the high-level view of our web-based display management tool called SMOD Web Manager. As of now, users rely on command line interface to control the display objects on display systems. With the new SMOD Web Manager, users can use their browsers to operate various display applications in SMeet environment. SMOD Web Manager is deployed in a web server. Each SMeet node consists of one such web server running SMOD Web Manager and users can connect to it using HTTP URL. The basic function of SMOD Web Manager is to process the requests from clients (browser), map these requests to actions, and forward all the actions to Display Manager. [Display Manager is the main software module responsible for managing and controlling display aspects of SMeet.] These requests are invoked by using web elements like buttons and widgets on the user interface. The user requests can be as simple as moving or resizing the visual object, or it can be as complex as invoking streaming video application. SMOD realizes these actions on to heterogeneous display systems like networked tiled display, projector-based display, plasma display and so on.

Fig. 2: High level view of web-based display management tool.

The important advantage, as seen from the high level view, is that Display Manager and SMOD Web Manager modules are deployed on different systems. This makes it easier for web clients to connect to server without requiring the knowledge of Display Manager system. From the usage point of view it is important to consider how users would interact with Display Manager. Some users prefer to use existing command line interface instead of web browser to control and manipulate display objects. Any changes made such way must be reflected on browsers used by other users. Basically we need to update the properties of widgets on browser. This kind of reverse synchronization (from command line to browser) is achieved from our tool using an asynchronous web technique which is explained more in detail in implementation section.

3.2. Software Architecture

The display management tool architecture (see Fig.3) consists of four main components: client user interface, server programs, XML–RFC component and reverse Ajax component. Client user interface provides users with necessary graphical widgets to control display systems and applications. These controls are translated to requests and then sent to web server. Server
programs residing in SMeet node's web server contains all the necessary methods to process and forward client's request to corresponding mediator services.

The communication between web server and mediator is through XML-RPC method which is an industry accepted standard for distributed computing. The mediator then forwards the request to Display Manager module. The Display Manager module converts the request to necessary operations over heterogeneous display systems. After performing necessary operations the reply is sent back to mediator, which in turn forwards the replies to SMOD Web Manager residing in web server. This reply is then broadcasted to all the connected web clients using reverse Ajax technique. In this technique the server pushes data to all the connected clients, This way all other clients can view the result of the operation performed. For example, whenever a client resizes the application window, all other clients can view the resize operation performed automatically on their browsers.

Client user interface is implemented using JavaScript, Server programs are implemented as Java servlets and Java Server Pages. Apache XML-RPC is used for realizing XML-RPC based communication, Reverse Ajax technique is implemented with the help of Direct Web Remoting (DWR) tool [4].

We have implemented the web-based display management tool and deployed it in SMeet environment (see Fig.5). Web 2.0 techniques such as AJAX is used to develop the client side user interface module. AJAX technique helps in creating faster interactive web applications. It is already proving to be a good alternative for desktop applications.

The core technique of AJAX is that whenever client sends HTTP request to server, server responds with a small amount of data, rather than a complete web page. JavaScript module in client user interface uses this data to modify the page without refreshing the web page. This is faster because less data is transmitted from server to client and client's browser has less work to do. jQuery AJAX library [3] provides all the JavaScript elements used in our web application. This library basically handles all the HTTP requests and responses. This library provides APIs for creating rich user interfaces meeting users need for faster responsiveness. Advantage of using such library is that they provide cross-platform browser support without any distribution hassles. They help in reduced bandwidth utilization by downloading only the data required.

Server side interface consisting of services module is implemented using Java language to maintain compatibility with other components of SMeet. Services are basically implemented in the form of Java servlets and Java server pages (JSPs). Apache Tomcat web server environment is used to host all the services.

We had explained earlier that the display objects can be controlled in more than one way. Display objects can be modified using command line interface or web browser or mouse tracker [2]. There is a need to synchronize the state of display objects across these interfaces. By state of display object we mean its activation state, its position on the display system, its size and so on. To synchronize the state changes on web browser we have used server push technique using direct web remoting tool. In this technique (see Fig.4) the clients’ web browsers first subscribe to Display Manager using their session.

Whenever user perform any operation, the request is sent as HTTP request to mediator in asynchronous manner i.e. requests do not wait for reply. The request is then further processed and forwarded to Display Manager over TCP network. Display Manager maintains a database to store the states of display objects. The current state of display object is then replied back to SMOD Web Manager and finally it reaches client's browser as HTTP reply. Based the reply the client UI module updates the UI elements. This whole process is made to run as background process i.e. without requiring user intervention, using AJAX. The asynchronous calls are made at regular intervals depending on number of clients using the web application.
capability, browsers can update the UI elements without reloading the web page.

![Fig. 4: Server push method](image)

### 4.2 Evaluation

Our initial tests show that web-based applications greatly simplify management of display systems and its applications in collaboration environment. We have successfully tested our web application on popular browsers like Firefox, Internet Explorer and Opera. We tested with clients located in two different SMeet nodes using our web-based client interface. We found that the delay between user operation and actual realization of action on display devices was negligible. We plan to test the tool with more number of clients located in multiple SMeet nodes.

![Fig. 5: Tiled display objects managed using the tool.](image)

### 5. Related Work

A similar work can be found in Scalable Adaptive Graphics Environment (SAGE) environment. The SAGE web UI [5] offers a subset of features similar to our interface; SAGE web UI is used as an alternative solution for controlling SAGE. It provides basic features like desktop sharing, application moving, resizing and closing. One important feature of SAGE web UI is users can connect to multiple sessions simultaneously. Though it is useful, it is not clear from their work how they resolve conflicts when multiple users simultaneously access any application window. We plan to resolve this conflict issue in our tool by including a separate service which can integrate well with our design. This is targeted as future work.

An important drawback of SAGE web UI is that their architecture requires a proxy server between web server and SAGE application. This proxy server is used to communicate data between web server and SAGE application. Our solution does not depend on any such redundant server and is aimed at reducing the resource consumption. Another shortcoming of SAGE web UI architecture is that it uses a combination of XML-RPC and JSON encoding for data exchange. JSON (JavaScript Object Notation) is used for data exchange between web clients and web server whereas XML-RPC is used for data exchange between web server and SAGE proxy server. This kind of architecture requires some special software modules in web server to take care of conversion between XML-RPC and JSON. Our solution makes use of XML-RPC based data exchange between web clients, web server and Display Manager. This has made the whole web communication process lightweight and easy to implement.

### 6. Conclusion

In this paper we proposed a novel method to manage visual objects on networked display systems. The tool designed is a web-based tool built on top of SMeet’s mediator to control display systems and display applications. This paper also provides a glance of using Web 2.0 techniques in this kind of multimedia collaboration environment where users located remotely can communicate and collaborate effectively. After performing necessary tests we observed that the proposed work simplifies the management and operation of display applications used in conjunction with networked display systems.

As part of future work we plan to test the tool for latency and usability with substantial number of clients remotely connected. The main focus of testing would be to reduce the communication delay (if any). We also plan to provide
more features in future which can prove useful to people participating in the collaboration environment. We plan to extend the service architecture to gather some real-time performance data and display it along with application details for user analysis. Integrating some simple web applications like chat, file sharing, webcam view, session manager and so on are also under pipeline.
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